
 
Regulatory Circular RG11-005 

To: Trading Permit Holders 
From: Trading Operations 
Date: January 13, 2011 
Re:       CBOEdirect Version 8.5 System Modifications________________________________________ 
 ‘ 
CBOE is pleased to announce the following system enhancements.  
TB for COB 
Trading Permit Holders are required to clear any public customer orders resting in COB  before trading in 
open outcry at that same price.  Trading Permit Holders are not required to clear non-public customer 
orders in the COB at that price but they may not trade through those orders.1  The new TB (Trade Book) 
feature will allow a PAR broker to trade a marketable PAR complex order ONLY with public customer 
COB orders that are equal to or better than the leg market, allowing brokers to meet the above 
obligation.  Note that PAR displays have also been modified to show public customer COB size 
separately from non-public customer COB size.   
 
The TB button will highlight only when a customer COB order exists on the opposite side of the PAR 
order at a price that matches or improves the leg market and can satisfy the PAR order’s execution price.  
The button will not highlight if the COB matches the leg market and all of the individual leg markets 
contain public customers.  In such cases, the TA button may be used to trade with the individual leg 
markets. 
 
An additional change has been added to PAR for SPX orders.  For SPX, the TA button will highlight 
when the complex order on PAR is marketable with the leg market and all of the individual leg markets 
contain public customer book orders. 
 
PAR Alerts 
Par brokers will now see alerts if the execution price would create a potential trade-through of the NBBO, 
CBOE BBO or CBOE public customer book. Alerts will be provided for executions of simple and complex 
orders, as summarized in the below table. 
 
 
PAR Alerts Simple Orders Complex Orders 
Same/Opposite Side Trades At or Through Book Price Yes  
Same/Opposite Side Leg BBO Trade Through Yes  
Same/Opposite Side NBBO Trade Through Yes  
Same/Opposite Customer COB Trade Through   Yes 
Same/Opposite Professional COB Trade Through  Yes 
Same/Opposite Complex Leg BBO Trade Through  Yes 
Same/Opposite Complex Leg NBBO Trade Through  Yes 
 
Questions regarding this functionality may be directed to Ron Petzke at 312-786-7377 
petzke@cboe.com; Anthony Montesano at 312-786-7365 montesan@cboe.com; or the CBOE Help 
Desk at 866-728-2263 helpdesk@cboe.com. 

                                                 
1 However, please note that Trading Permit Holders relying on Section 11(a)(1)(G) of the Exchange Act and Rule 11a1-1(T) 
thereunder (commonly known as the “G exemption rule”) are subject to additional yielding requirements.  For information, 
please refer to CBOE Rules 6.45A(b) and 6.45B(b) and Regulatory Circular RG09-35. 
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